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1. Background and Summary
According to energy industry professionals there is no shortage of oil and high current prices are not
justified by the fundamentals of supply and demand, which would indicate a price in the mid $40.00
range. But with the reduction of world surplus production capacity from over 6 mbd to less than 1 mbd,
it can be argued that markets care less about fundamental realities and far more about psychological
factorsfear and greed, and this is pushing up the price of oil. Restated, actual supplies are not at issue;
expectations of future difficulties in production and possible supply chain disruptions are driving prices
up or down.
Oil supplies experience extremely long supply chains, making the current price less a reflection of
current realities and more of future expectations. This is less true when oil is plentiful and a generous
production surplus is on hand for any disruptions, and truer when the daily oil balancea measure of
excess capacitybecomes small enough so that any disruption might threaten future oil supplies at current
prices. Note the phrase, at current prices. It is not being argued that oil would not actually be supplied
to markets during these supply disruptions, only that they would accelerate price rises, since getting the oil
to those who want it would then become more expensive.
Crude oil market behavior has therefore shifted after 2003-2004 when the oil balance became small and
prices began rising from being grounded and motivated by supply-demand relationship analytics to
reaction behavior analytics among market users. This is why crude prices have become hypersensitive to
news and rumors. It is not being argued that crude oil cash and futures are becoming more volatile. But if
prices are not exactly volatile their primary characteristic is certainly instability, with price runs up or
down possible at any time. And, the instability has increased since 2004.
Under these circumstances markets focus on the actions and reactions of traders themselveshow
traders are likely to react to a specific bit of news, and less to the news themselves. If this were not the
case, technical analysisprice chartingwould be a useless enterprise with no forecasting capacity
whatsoever. But it does have this capacity, precisely and solely because traders are likely to trade on its
signals, thus verifying the forecast. This and similar behavior, leads to unstable market conditions because
of the increased likelihood of behavior cascades and highly correlated thinking among market participants.
Indeed, the abandonment of supply-demand analysis in favor of reactionary analysis leads to increased
correlative reactions, as everyone either sells or buys at predetermined signals having nothing to do with
the realities of oil supply and demand.
2. Key Features
The poster will include graphical and price time series examples of price runs typical of market
instability, and supporting arguments and explanations. Key will be an analysis of market behavior
characterized by herding, imitation, information cascades, etc. that make price runs a reality, using crude
oil futures time series that can isolate price runs with contemporaneous news events. Another graph will
show the reduction in OPEC excess production capacity.
It will also be shown, using the same or similar price time series examples, that prices show no pattern
of increasing volatility, but rather, of price instability, where runs up or down in prices are likely, and
where markets become hypersensitive to any market rumors or news that might affect supply or demand.
It will be shown that the percentage change of prices is roughly in the range 30% of the commoditys total
price, and that this relationship is rather steady and has not been changed during the recent price run-up
since 2003-2004.
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3. Conclusions
The poster will conclude with a summary of its key results:
1) That crude oil markets display an emphasis on market trading reaction behavior and less on the
fundamental realities of supply and demand analysis;
2) That this leads to market instability more than to price volatility, which has been rather stable at about
30% of the total price;
3) That the reason for this instability is due to a combination of low excess production capacity and in the
increasing correlation of trader behavior from price signals, leading to more price runs, up or down.
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